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ABSTRACT

SUPPORTING TEACHERS OF ELEMENTARY ENGLISH AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE STUDENTS: A FACILITATIVE HANDBOOK OF
ACTIVITIES, STRATEGIES, AND RESOURCES
By
Kathryn E. Getzinger
August, 2000
Stanwood School District has seen an increase of second language students.
Many teachers within the district have little or no training in second language acquisition
and were having difficulty meeting the needs of these students.
A facilitative handbook for supporting teachers of elementary second language
students was created. In order to find the strategies that would best serve this student
population current research on language development and teaching strategies for English
as a Second Language students was examined. Teachers in the Stanwood School District
will receive the handbook in the fall 2000.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Hispanics are projected to become the nation's largest ethnic minority by
the early 21" century. They are leaving school without a diploma at a rate almost
triple thti U.S. average with no signs of improvement. Nearly 1 in 5 Hispanics
between 16 and 24 who enrolled in school left without a diploma (Henry, 1998).
Henry, a reporter for USA TODAY, reported in 1998 that Hispanic
students drop out because of factors like overcrowded and unsafe schools; lack of
teachers with appropriate training; lowered academic expectations; and school
bureaucracies that discourage parent involvement.
Calderon, Hertz-Lazarowitz, and Slavin (1998) have also commented on
this. They feel that Hispanic students, especially those who enter school with little
skill in speaking English are at great risk for school failure and drop out. Garcia
(1991) describes the educational issue for Hispanic students as follows:
The United States continues in a trend of ethnic and racial population
diversification, a fact that is particularly evident among young and schoolage children. Moreover, the next generation of ethnic and racial minority
children continues to be placed "at risk" in today's social institutions. State
and national reports regarding the academic achievement, economic
condition, and future employment prospects are not favorable for our
second language learners. Our culturally and linguistically diverse children
indicate significant academic underachievement, high poverty rates, high
teen pregnancy rates, and low skill, low paying employment opportunities.
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teen pregnancy rates, and low skill, low paying employment opportunities.
The future lies in understanding how a diverse population, in such a
situation ofrisk and vulnerability, can achieve social, educational, and
employment competence. Our vulnerable populations must succeed. In
. them reside the new ideas, energy, and resources for our society's foture.
(pp. 1-2)
Need for the Project
Across North America, elementary classrooms are becoming more diverse
linguistically and culturally. Since 1980, the number oflanguage-minority
Americans has increased at more than four times the rate of the overall
populations' growth. Because these groups are, on average, younger than native
English speakers, the number oflanguage minority children has increased even
faster. According to the 1990 Census, nearly one of every six school aged youth
regularly spoke a language other than English in their homes (Laplante, 1997). In
1994-95, there were an estimated 3.2 million limited English Proficient students in
U.S. elementary and secondary schools, nearly 7% of total enrollment (Rethinking
Schools, 1998). By the year 2000, the majority of students in major metropolitan
area schools will most likely be language minority students (Laplante, 1997).
Only a minority ofLEP (limited English proficient) students are currently enrolled
in full-fledged bilingual education programs taught by a certified teacher who speaks their
native language (Rethinking Schools, 1998). At the present time, many of these children
are placed in transitional or maintenance bilingual education programs. Others attend
mainstream English classmoms where they might be offered ESL (English as a second
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language) activities on a pullout basis, as well as some frequent immersion programs
(Malaakoff and Hakuta, 1990 as cited by Laplante 1997). Although these programs vary
in their goals and approaches, content areas such as math and science are commonly
taught in English. (Lapante, 1997)
__ Stanwood, Washington is located forty-fiverninutes north of Seattle: It has seen
rapid growth in the last ten years going from a district with two elementary schools to
five. Stanwood has also begun to see some diversification among its student body. The
district has seen an increase of the students whose first language is not English. The
majority of these students are Hispanic. This has created some interesting challenges for
the district. The district's philosophy on how best to serve these students has been full
immersion into the classroom. The students do receive a very small amount of small
group instruction from the district's one certified English as a second language teacher.
This teacher is shared among all nine buildings.
Background of Study
The researcher was a kindergarten teacher at Stanwood Elementary in Stanwood,
Washington. The building is an elementary building that serves preschool through fifth
grade. As of April 6, 2000 one third of the population of her class was second language
learners. The students received approximately thirty minutes of pull out language
instruction twice a week.
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Definition of Terms

Affective Filter: is a wall a student puts up if his/her anxiety level is high. The lower the

anxiety levels the lower the filter. ESL students must have a low affective filter in order to
learn English. The more comfortable the students are the more ready they will be to learn
(Krashen, 1981).

Comprehensible input: is when the written or spoken language is delivered at the

learner's level of comprehension. The concepts being taught should not be simplified, but
the language used to deliver or present the concepts must be comprehensible. Basic
concepts may have to be presented in different ways (Haynes, 1998).

Code Switching: The alternate use of two languages. Speaking one language and using

words from another, their native language (Anstrom, Fem, & Silcox, 1999).

Culture Shock: Feelings of disorientation and confusion upon contact with other,

previously inexperienced cultures. It is a normal stage for ESL students to go through
during the acculturation process. Being in a strange place where you are unable to
communicate can have a profound effect on a child's self image. Many students feel
frustrated, angry, and sad. Students may exhibit behaviors such as aggressiveness,
withdrawal or depression (Haynes, 1998).

ESL: English as a Second Language, English instruction for the development oflistening,

speaking, reading and writing skills for non English speaking students (Anstrom, Fem, &
Silcox, 1999).

LEP: Limited English Proficient, A student who is not fully English proficient, speaks a

language other than English at home and does not demonstrate English language skills of
comprehension, speaking, reading and writing at a level that would place him/her in a
mainstream class setting (Anstrom, Fem, & Silcox, 1999).
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Ll: Primary or native language (Anstrom, Fern, & Silcox, 1999)

L2: Secondary Language (ESL)

Natural Approach: Is based on Stephen Krashen theory that a second language is

acquired much the same as a first language.

PEP: Potentially English Proficient, an alternative to LEP.

Pull out: Classes in which students are withdrawn from the mainstream regular subject

classes for one or more periods a week for English language instruction classes in smaller
groups (Anstrom, Fern, & Silcox, 1999).

The Silent Period: A time during which ESL students observe, gather and absorb

information without speaking while developing listening comprehension skills. It is time
when students are unwilling to speak in the second language. Nearly all students go
through a silent period. Remember that students often understand English before they feel
comfortable speaking it (Haynes, 1998).

TPR: Total Physical Response, which was developed by James Asher in 1967. Asher

believes that language is best learned through the giving and responding and giving of
commands. The teacher gives the commands and models the action until students can do
it without teacher modeling and eventually can give the commands to each other. The
concept is based on how children acquire their first language.
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Scope of Project

This project was written for elementary teachers of second language students. The
project has been divided into eleven sections. The section topics are motivation,
vocabulary, strategies, communication, parent and teacher relationships, lesson planning,
translations, materials to be shared, school forms, resources, and bibliography. The
strategies described in my project may be used in any classroom grades kindergarten
through twelve. The activities are elementary age appropriate but would be easily adapted
for older students
The research for my project has been divided into two major sections. The first
section is on language development and talks in detail about first language acquisition
theories and the impact these theories have on second language acquisition. The final
section of research is devoted to strategies that can be use in the classroom.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
The review ofliterature is divided into two sections. The first section of research
. provides a bdef description of language development. The second and final section will
talk about teaching strategies for ESL students.

Language Development
There appears to be agreement among experts in the field oflanguage development
that second language development should follow that of research of first language
development. Henry (1985) feels that language development can be seen best in the way a
child learns to speak. Asher, (as cited in Henry, 1985) advocates that there are three
elements oflanguage acquisitions. The first stage, he suggests is the listening. Asher also
feels that children learn language first by listening. He suggests that listening skills in
children are far more advanced than speaking skills oflanguage learners. The second
element oflanguage acquisition is based on adult interaction with language learners.
Asher feels that adults manipulate children's behavior with massive numbers of commands.
Children become ready to talk only after months of moving in response to directions given
by adults. Speech is the final step in language acquisition.
Hansen-Krening, author of"Language Experience for All Students" (as cited in
Henry, 1985) has developed a four stage guideline for language competency. HansenKrening' s four stage guidelines are: listens to other speak, listens to others and begins to
speak, listen and speaks purposely; and develops power in communication. Hansen-
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Krening advises that, in teaching and using language in the classroom, teachers should
organize learning strategies so as to use the natural development stages advantageously.
In a study of done by Asher in 1977, he set out to examine the developmental
theory to language acquisition. The three questions that Asher set out to answer were: 1)
did language acquisition favor a non-school medium? 2) In countries other than the
United States, do children acquire language more quickly than adults do because adults
learn language in non play situations? 3) In a foreign country do pre puberty children
exceed post puberty children in language acquisition because of the younger children have
a higher frequency oflanguage body transaction where they physically did something?
The big question being would the way students were taught language have a greater
impact on learning or would age.
Asher designed an experiment using thirteen experimental classes and two
controlled classes of junior high students. The control classes had advanced training in
Spanish between 100-200 hours. The experimental classes were administered a listening
test after twenty hours of innovative training instruction. The experimental class received
initial training through commands and mostly listening. Speaking was done after the
students had become fluent listeners. The students were encouraged to speak and were
not corrected for grammar or pronunciation errors. The study found that the students
with twenty hours of innovative teaching did perform at a higher level on the listening test
than the traditional students with more than a hundred hours of traditional training.
Asher concluded that the difference in the performance could be explained by the
way in which the students acquired the language much like; young children acquire their
first language. It was not because of their age. They learned by first listening and
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following commands in a non-threatening way, then began talking in a risk free
environment. Leaming followed a very natural pattern.
Doug McGlothlin in 1997 examined the theory that young children are given a
unique ability to acquire language with little effort. He wanted to know if there was a
_111agic time pedod for languageacquisitio_n-or was the magic the process and environment
in which children learned language?

He felt that if the theory of a magic time period

were true, it would be seen in a child's development of a first language. He observed his
own child Colin in the search for the answer.
He found that there were ten features of a child's language development
environment that are often missing from the language environment of an adult learner.
The first feature was that no pressure was put on the child as he learned the new language.
There were no tests. Second, there was an unlimited amount of time given to the child to
learn the language. There was no pressure of running out of time and failing. Third, there
was no possibility of escaping into a language that the child already knew. The first three
points relate to a child's motivation (McG!othlin, 1997).
The fourth and fifth deal with how the child hears the language. The language a
child hears is not sequenced by grammar or vocabulary. No one decides when he is ready
to hear a new word. Fifth, there is lots of repetition in the language around him.
The last three points deal with the order or sequence oflearning. In a normal
foreign language course, the teacher or the textbook determines the sequence of the
material. Instead the child's environment provided two ways that his language learning
was naturally ordered. The first came from the natural repetition in his life and the second
came from his interest in the world around him (Mcglothlin 1997).
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Sixth, both words and the world around the child are new. His curiosity about the
world is a powerful motivator. Seventh, all the language spoken was in the context of the
world around him. The new language was not a translation of something he already
understood. Rather, the language that he was learning was related directly to the world
around him .. Eighth, the child had lots of opportunities to listen to the new language as
native speakers spoke it. Adults studying a foreign language from a textbook while living
in a culture that does not speak the language that he is studying have drastically less
opportunities to hear the language. Ninth, the language environment of a child gives him
many opportunities to speak the new language and be understood. And, tenth much of
the language he hears is simplified for him.
Experts seem to agree with Hansen-Krening that second language
development should follow the same pattern of first language development which are
listens to others speak, listens to others and begins to speak, listen and speaks purposely;
and develops power in communication.
Understanding these stages has great impact on the way in which teachers work
with students who are acquiring a second language. Students need to be allowed to follow
the natural pattern oflanguage development in order to master the second language.
Students need to be given time to just listen and interact with the new language before
being asked to speak. Students need to be encouraged to take language risks without
fear of being corrected. We need to do everything within our power to create an
environment that is facilitative to language development.
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Strategies
The goal oflearning a second language needs to be accomplished through active
participation in the natural communication (Henry, 1985). Taylor (as cited in Henry,
1985) shows that second language learners need to be exposed to and involved in real,
meaningful communication. An RST, class which sets out to provide meaningful
communication needs to provide an environment which encourages learners to use their
own initiative in communication activities that will motivate them to do so. Henry (1985)
recommend that language instruction should be focused on student success in getting
things done with language and communicating ideas. Errors in using language should be
accepted as developmental.
Asher ( 1979) in his article " Motivating Children and Adults to Acquire a Second
Language" suggests that learning a new language should start with implicit learning and
gradually make the transition to explicit learning as students progress into the advanced
stages oflanguage acquisition. Krashen (as cited by Asher 1978) calls implicit learning a
kind of "subconscious language acquisition" as compared with the explicit way that is
"conscious language learning". The implicit approach is more like how a baby actually
acquires language. There is an absence of error correction and no attempt to teach the
grammar rules (Brown & Hanlon and Brown, Cazden & Bellugi as cited by Asher, 1979).
Asher's research supports Krashen's (1979) that the best approach might be one in which
both learning and acquisition are fully utilized in the classroom and instruction starts with
implicit learning and gradually as the student becomes more confident makes a transition
to explicit learning
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Colon-Vila (1997) in her article "Storytelling" believes that storytelling can help
bridge language barriers. It makes learning more interesting and fun. She proposes that it
develops imagination, oral and written communication skills, encourages the art of
listening, and helps expand knowledge of story schema. She feels that storytelling helps
students develop.accurate inflections, consistent expressions in the English language and
facial and body expression.

In strategies for content reading Laplante (1997) in his article "Teaching Science
to Language Minority Students in Elementary School" feels that teachers should use four
strategies in teaching second language learners science. These strategies are: adopting a
whole language approach, promoting a language environment favorable to second
language development, introducing and formally teaching new vocabulary. He suggests
that all teachers not teaching science can use these strategies.
According to Laplante(l997) using the whole language approach is essential with
second language students. He believes that students greatly benefit from whole language
strategies that include; collaboration between learners and teachers, inquiry based
activities, building instrnction on students' previous experiences, and integration of subject
areas. Laplante states:
Language is a complex meaning making system, incorporating various modes
(listening, talking, reading, writing and thinking), which are used to perform a
number of different functions (interactional, heuristic, imaginative informative,
etc.). As such it is greater than the sum of its parts. It is best experienced as a
whole as a process rather than a product. Language is most effectively learned
when it is the vehicle of instruction; when students use it as a tool to create and
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share meaning in authentic and interesting learning situations. For these reasons, it
seems essential that science teachers who work with second language learners
subscribe to the major theoretical assumption of the whole language approach,
implement many ofit teaching methods and adopt it's key instructional criteria.

--(p.68)
Rupp ( 1986) suggests that there are many similarities between good ESL
instruction and whole language. In both, the teacher's role includes facilitating, modeling
use and creating an environment where it is almost impossible not to learn.
Fem, Anstrom and Silcox (1993) feel that another one of the most important
strategies used in teaching ESL students should be active learning. They describe an active
learning environment as a place where students are empowered because the topics
presented are relevant to their own lives. Active learning emphasizes communication in a
safe and predictable environment.
Teaching using the Multiple Intelligences has also been shown to be an affective
strategy. Campbell, Campbell, and Dickinson implied that teaching to students preferred
intelligence would make a major impact on the education of ESL students. They feel that
all students who are given the opportunity to learn through their strength or preferred
intelligence that unexpected and positive cognitive, emotional, social and even physical
changes will appear. They feel that one of the most important implications of the theory
ofMultiple Intelligences is the responsibility of schools to engage each child's strengths.
When students are able to demonstrate learning in their preferred intelligence amazing
things can happen and true learning can be seen.
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Gipe and Richards (1999) found that students greatly benefit from using literature
in the classroom. They feel that students who have been frequently read with and read to
have greater opportunity to develop oral and written communication. In their study they
found, exposing children to literature facilitates an emerging knowledge of discourse,
---style,-story structure, pragmatic knowledge, and various concepts of writing.
Judy Haynes (1999) advocates the importance of buddy or cross grade tutoring in
education. Haynes stresses that ESL students benefit greatly from cross grade tutoring.
She feels that tutoring is a good way to build student self esteem and increase student
learning and success.
Freemen and Freemen (1999) discuss the current move in California to phonics
based reading instruction and the implications it has on second language learners.
Freemen and Freemen feel that research shows students should not receive explicit
teaching of decoding skills in learning to read and comprehend. They feel that ESL
students are at a great risk for failure in phonics only reading programs.
In evaluating the effects of a cooperative learning program on the writing and
language achievement of22 limited English third grade students Calderon (1998) found
that the more years students are in the cooperative learning program the better their
reading and writing performances were. They feel that cooperative learning is an effective
way to improve the performance of Spanish students in transitional bilingual programs.
In a study done by Gersten and Jimenez (1994) to describe effective reading
instruction for ESL strategies. They observed three teachers deemed expert by their
administrators. They found three practices that were most useful in teaching ESL students.
They were vocabulary development, mediation and feedback (paraphrasing back to the
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students what they are saying and encouraging them to say more), and all areas of literacy
were provided verbally and in written form.
Hsuiu-Chieh and Graves ( 1998) examined the effect of previewing challenging
reading selections and looked to see if it was an effective way to teach ESL students
difficult text. They found that previewing helped catch the.readers'..interest, and relate the
text to things that the student were familiar with. They suggested that previewing
supports second language learners who are dealing with difficult literature.
Tannenbaum (1996) felt that many educators have come to realize that all
assessments are an important means of gaining a dynamic picture of students' academic
linguistic development. Hamayan as cited in Tannebaum (1996), wrote "Alternative
assessment refers to procedures and techniques which can be use within the context of
instruction and can be easily incorporated into daily activities of the school or classroom".

(p.213) This is particularly useful with English as second language students because it
employs strategies that ask students to show what they can do.

Hamayan suggests the

following strategies: Physical demonstration, Pictorial Products, KWL charts, oral
performances and presentations and portfolios. She states that alternative assessment
holds great promise for ESL students.
Summary
Across North America, elementary classrooms are becoming more diverse
linguistically and culturally. Garcia (1991) writes that linguistically and culturally diverse
students find themselves in a vulnerable situation. He states:
In conclusion, information derived from recent research indicates that linguistically
and culturally diverse students can be served effectively.
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These students can achieve academically at levels at or above the national
norm. The instructional strategies that serve these students well acknowledge,
respect and build upon the language and culture of the home. Teachers play the
most critical role in students' academic success. Although much more research is
required with the great diverse population of students served. (p.6)

Research discussed in my review support the following strategies: Curriculum
must address all categories ofleaming. Students need to be looked at individually and
teaching strategies chosen appropriately for each student (Garcia, 1991). The more
linguistically and culturally diverse the children we teach, the more we must relate the
academic content to the child's own environment and experience (Garcia, 1991). The
more diverse the children, the more important it is to offer the opportunities to apply
what they have learned to real life. Communication should be emphasized between
teacher, student, and fellow students. Instruction of basic skills should be organized in a
way that students are required to work in cooperative groups. Teachers should be highly
committed to the educational success of their students and serve as their advocates
(Garcia 1991 ). Parents' support and involvement plays an important role in ESL student
success. Schools and classrooms need to be ''Parent Friendly" (Rodriguez, 1995).
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Chapter Three: DESIGN OF PROJECT

Introduction
There are many effective teaching strategies that can be easily implemented to help
betteLserve.second language learners. Teachers have a unique opportunity to drastically .
increase learning for these students by making simple changes and modifications in the
way they deliver information to their students.
I know first hand the frustration of feeling that you are not meeting the needs of
your second language students. In the last three years I have seen my student population
change drastically. My classroom this last year was almost one third second language
learners. I have become the "unoffical" kindergarten ESL teacher and now receive all the
ESL kindergartners in the district.
I was faced with either educating myself or just giving up on these kids. I decided
to find out as much information as possible. That it is why I started this search and
project.
I now have the largest number of ESL students in the building. Each spring when
my kids move to first grade, I receive many pleas for help. Teachers have a real fear of
my kids. Some even have real prejudices.
I believe that if teachers were educated on how to effectively teach ESL students it
would calm their fears and have a positive impact on all the children in their classroom.
Procedure
The project targeted teachers of elementary Second Language Students with little
or no language acquisition training. The manual will include the following three parts:
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Part One: Strategies - will include strategies that can be easily implemented in the
classroom.
Part Two: Parent Involvement and Management - will include how to set up an
ESL volunteer program, how to effectively communicate with parents who are limited
English proficient and . how to access resources available for easy translation in any
language.
Part Three: Lesson Plans and Activities - A lesson plan format outline which
include~ many of the best practices that can be used to increase learning and example
lessons, activities and strategies that can be used in actual instruction at the elementary
level.
Part Four: Resources - Materials that have been provided by the district and
teacher made materials that can be reproduced and shared.
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Stanwood School District

Written By
Kathi Getzinger

Dear Friends,

Have you ever felt frustrated with your teaching? Well, I
did! My frustration came with not knowing how to meet the
needs of the Second Language Learners in my classroom. I
have spent the last three years searching for the answers to my
teaching frustration. This handbook is the end product of my
research.
What I have set out to create is a quick grab reference of
ideas and strategies that you can use in your classroom with
minimal preparation. It is my hopes that this handbook will help
us better meet the needs of our second language learners.
I have divided the handbook into eleven sections. Each
section is identified in the table of contents. If you have any
questions please feel free to email me at
or call me at school at

I hope this handbook is helpful. Good Luck and have a
great school year.

Kathi G.

Please note: PII was redacted from this page due to privacy concerns.
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l\!Iotivation
"Kids Who are Different"
by Digby Wolfe

You have the opportunity to make a big difference in the lives of the kids
you teach. I believe the most important factor in teaching is our attitude. I
hope you find this as motivational as I do. I hope it encourages you to try
some different things this year and reach some "Kids who are different".
Good Luck! Kathi G.
"The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of attitude on life. Attitude
to me, is more important than facts. It is more important than the past, than
education, than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes,
than what other people think or say or do. It is more important than
appearances, giftedness, or skill. It will make or break a co.mpany ... a
church ... a home. The remarkable thing is we have a choice every day
regarding the attitude we will embrace for that day. We cannot change our
past ... we cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain way. We
cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one
string we have, and that is our attitude ... .! am convinced that life is 10%
what happens to me and 90% how I react to it. And so it is with you ... we
are in charge of our attitudes." Charles Swindoll

P-1
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Words to know

Affective Filter: is a "Wall" a student puts up if his/her anxiety level is
high. The lower the anxiety levels the lower the filter. ESL students must
have a low affective filter in order to learn English. The more comfortable
the students are the more ready they will be to learn (Krashen, 1981 ).

Comprehensible input: is when the written or spoken language is delivered
at the learner's level of comprehension. The concepts being taught should
not be simplified, but the language used to deliver or present the concepts
must be comprehensible. Basic concepts may have to be presented in a
different ways (Haynes, 1998).

Code Switching: The alternate use ofto two languages. Speaking one
language and using words from another, their native language (Anstrom,
Fern, & Silcox, 1999).

Culture Shock: Feelings of disorientation and confusion upon contact with
other, previously inexperienced cultures. It is a normal stage for ESL
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students to go through during the acculturation process. Being in a strange
place where you are unable to communicate can have a profound effect on a
child's self image. Many students feel frustrated, angry, and sad. Students
may exhibit behaviors such as aggressiveness, withdrawal or depression
(Haynes, 1998).

ESL: English as a Second Language, English instruction for the ·
development of listening, speaking, reading and writing skills for non
English speaking students (Anstrom, Fern, & Silcox, 1999).

LEP: Limited English Proficient, A student who is not fully English
proficient, speaks a language other than English at home and does not
demonstrate English language skills of comprehension, speaking, reading
and writing at a level that would place him/her in a mainstream class setting
(Anstrom, Fern, & Silcox, 1999).

Ll: Primary or native language

L2: Secondary Language (ESL)
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Natural Approach: Is based on Stephen Krashen theory that a second

language is acquired much the same as a first language.

PEP: Potei+tiallyEnglishProficknt, an alternative to LEP.

Pull out: Classes in which students are withdrawn form the mainstream

regular subject classes for one or more periods a week, for English language
instruction classes in smaller groups (Anstrom, Fem, & Silcox, 1999).

The Silent Period: A time during which ESL students observe, gather and

absorb information without speaking while developing listening
comprehension skills. It is a time where students are unwilling to speak in
the second language. Nearly all students go through a silent period. Students
often understand English before they feel comfortable speaking it (Haynes,
1998).

TPR: Total Physical Response, which was developed by James Asher.

Asher believes that language is best learned through the giving and
responding and giving of commands. The teacher gives the commands and
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model the action until kids can do it without teacher modeling and
eventually can give the commands to each other. The concept is based on
how children acquire their first language.

P-5

What can I do to help the kids in my class?
1. Create an environment that is language rich! Label! Label!
Label!
2. Learn all you can about the children in your class. Find out
what they can do:
3. Look at ESL students as a wonderful resource to your
classroom instead of a burden. It is a wonderful opportunity
for English only students to learn about a new culture and
language.
4. Find out about their experiences. Build thematic units on
their background and cultural experiences.
5. Allow the children to make choices and take risks.
Encourage risk taking by modeling risk taking. View errors as
signs of learning.
6. Allow the children to make choices and take risks.
Encourage risk taking by modeling risk taking. View errors as
signs of learning.
7. Write down what you are saying. This helps students make
the connection between oral and written language.
8. Create language experiences. Instead of talking about
Apple pies make an apple pie.
9. Try to give students an experience before reading text. Go
to the farm before starting the far'm unit rather than after.
\,
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Develop the background knowledge before teaching
content.
10. Create an individual student word bank or dictionary where
students can write down new words they have learned. This
allows them to quickly access words without stopping the
flow of the classroom.
11. Include picture clues on written materials on the wall like
rules, and classroom schedules. It is a lot easier to
understand a classroom schedule if you can see it in
pictures. Students might not understand the word PE but if
they see a picture of the PE teacher they will make the
connection. The digital camera works great for this.
12. Read aloud to students! This way they will be able to hear
the natural flow of the English lang1Jage. Remember that
language comes in many forms including chants, jokes,
songs, poems and riddles.
13. Create a low stress and high success classroom. Give
children choices on how they demonstrate learning. Try
portfolios or student projects.
14. Try to include many of the multiple intelligenc_es into your
learning activities. Give children the chance to learn a
concept in their preferred learning style.
15. Teach integrated thematic units where learning is
connected. Build your lessons on top of one another. This
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helps students build a more extensive vocabulary and
increase the chance for success.
16. Give students a chance to rest. Teach lessons in chunks so
students have time to process the information. Remember
you sound like the teacher in the "Peanuts" cartoon to ESL
students. Blah, Blah, Blah!
17. Students are often some of the best teachers. Peer
teaching is an effective strategy for ESL students.
18. Apply learning to real life. Make it relevant.
19. Pair a bilingual student with your ESL student. This allows the
most English proficient student to translate for the other
student. This works great with same age or different grade
peer tutoring.
20. Give lots of positive feedback. A child does not need to be
able to speak English in order to understand a high five or a
pat on the back.
21. Use a language signal or slogan as a signal for the students
that you are about to say a key point and you need their
undivided attention. (Jo Gusman, 1999)
22. Do not be afraid to ask for help.
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Communication with ESL Parents

Find a key parent or volunteer
Identify a volunteer who is bilingual and is willing to help with parent
comrnunication by making phone calls or writing parent notes. This can be
a bilingual parent who may work during the day and is not able to participate
during the school day. These parents can be asked to translate newsletters,
notes, homework assignments and during parent and teacher conferences.

Establish a telephone chain
Create a phone chain starting with a parent who is bilingual and allow
them to pass on important information. Try to have a key parent for each
language group. If you have a message for that group you only need to call
the key parent. This is especially important for emergency situations like
school closings.

Become a liaison between a new family and the school
If you have information you want to make sure the parents of your
ESL students understand, one way is to ask the volunteers who speak their
primary language to call all new parents and explain how the American
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school system works. It may be very different from the school system they
were used to.
Parents often have a difficult time understanding educational language
and concepts like invented spelling, cooperative learning, and manipulatives.
Many parents will not understand the partnership role that American parents
have with schools in their child's education. They can explain how to fill
out lunch applications and how to sign up for extra activities like sports or
music.l

1

Adapted from "Three Ways to Help Outside School" by Judie Haynes 1999-2000
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Parent Volunteers

1. Recruit a bilingual parent to help.
2. Recruit both bilingual and limited English speakers. You can
always use an extra pair of hands. You do not need to be
able to speak fluently to put up a bulletin board or make
photocopies. There are always jobs appropriate for
everyone.
3. Ask a bilingual parent to make the initial contact with limited
English speakers.
4. Ask for volunteers who are willing to do things at home. Ask
bilingual parents to translate instructions if needed.
5. Create a database of special talents, hobbies and careers.
Ask volunteers for special days. Provide a translator if
needed.
6. Learn to say hello and thank you in your volunteer's native
language.
7. Send thank you notes to parent volunteers in their primary
language.2

2

Adapted from "Beginning a Bilingual Parent Volunteer Program" by Judie Haynes 1999-2000
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Lesson Plans
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Lesson Planning
the Long Form

Lesson Title:

Skill:

(What is the concept you want the kids to know? How does it

connect to real life?)

Objectives: (What will the kids be able to do at the end of the lesson?)

Purpose: (Why do they need to know this? What kind of an impact will it
have on their lives?)

Essential Learnings:

Vocabulary: (What words must the kids understand? How will you teach
them the words so that all of them will understand?)
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Setting the Stage: (How does the room need to be organized to create a
context filled environment?)

Tiungs I will need:

Anticipatory Set: (How can I grab their attention?)

Directed Instruction:

Checking for Understanding: (Do the kids understand how to do the
activity? How will they understand if you do not speak English? How
could they show you they understand?)

Assessment: (How will the students show you they understand the concept
you taught? What would be the most authentic?)

Adapted from Jo Gusman, New Horizons in Education
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Activity Description (Lesson Plan)

Lesson Title: "The Ginger Bread Man" Brain Based Literacy Activities For
Kindergarten Students

Conceptual/skill: I want the students to be able to make prediction on what
will happen to the ginger bread man and to pick up on the patterns in the
story.

Objective:
l. The students will successfully make a gingerbread man.

2. When read orally by teacher to the story climax the students will be
able to illustrate to me what they predict will happen to the ginger bread
man in one of the following ways: acting it out in the drama station,
drawing me a picture, drawing me a diagram or map on graph paper,
using clay to make models to act it out, create a song in the music station
and/or telling me in a story conference.

3. The students in choral response will be able to say "You can't catch me
I am the gingerbread man" in the appropriate spots in the story.

Purpose of the lesson: Is to help the students pick out the pattern in the
story, to help them to learn how to make and check predictions when reading
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a story. All of these skills will help them to become better readers in the
future and also meet the state learning objectives for reading.

Essential Learnings: The following Washington State Leaming Objectives
were met in my lesson.
Reading 1.1 - The students will understand and uses different skills to
comprehend text. To meet this standard, the student will use word-meaning
skills to read and comprehend text.
Reading 1.2 - The students will understand and uses different skills to
comprehend text. To meet this standard, the student will build vocabulary
through reading.
Reading 2.1 - The students will understand and uses different skills to
comprehend text. To meet this standard the student will comprehend
important ideas and details.
Reading 2.1 - The students will understand and uses different skills to
comprehend text. To meet this standard the student will expand
comprehension by analyzing, interpreting and synthesizing information and
ideas.
Reading 3.3 -The students read different materials for a variety of purposes.
To meet this standard, the students will read for literary experience.
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Art 4.1 - The student understands how the arts connect to other subject areas, life, and
work. To meet this standard the students will use art skills and knowledge in other
subject areas.
I also gave children time to talk and discuss the story at a deeper level. I asked them to
defend their answers. They told me why they felt the way they did. I did not ask many
yes/no questions or ones that could be answered in one word. There was lots of
opportunity for communication.

Things I will need: The story "Gingerbread Man" by Eric Suben, pocket chart, the title
of the story written in black, the author and illustrator written in blue, and the following
vocabulary words written on sentences strips with pictures clues following the words:
Gingerbread man (green), Fox (purple) and Chase (orange).

Vocabulary: Gingerbread man- The students will physically make a gingerbread man.

Catch-We will play a quick game of tag the day before the lesson. I will than act out the
process of catching someone prior to reading of the story.
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Fox - Prior to reading the story I will show the children pictures of foxes.
We will have a quick discussion of what a fox is and why we think it is in
the story.

Setting the stagef-The room will be arranged in my typical way with center

areas for the students to work at. The story will be read to the students in the
"STAR STORY" area. I will be on the stage and the kids will sit on the
floor.

Anticipatory Set: The students will make Ginger bread men in the morning.

We will have picture recipes so the students will be able to do most of the
cooking without too much parent or adult inference. The cooking will be
done in groups of four children.

Directed Instruction:

Today I have a very exciting story for you. Let's take a look at the story
before we read it. Lets see ifwe can figure out what the story is going to be
about. What do you think the title of the story is? Kids will guess the title. I
will than tell the children the correct title and the name of the author and the
illustrator pointing them out on the pocket chart. I want you to think pair,
and share what you think the story is about. Let's now look at the
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characters. Do you remember what characters are? That is right characters
are the people or things in the story. Who is in our story? That is right there
is a gingerbread man like we made this morning. Here is the word
gingerbread man. What letter does ginger bread man start with? That is the
letter "Gg".
Do you see any other characters in the story? That's right there is also a fox
(stressing the f-sound) in the story. Do you see the word fox anywhere on
the pocket chart? How did you know that was the word fox?
There is one important word we have not talked about. This is the word
"catch". Do you remember the game we played yesterday at recess time?
We played tag. Do you remember Mrs. G trying to catch you? Shawn can
you show me how you catch Jose? I want you to listen for the word catch in
the story. When you here it, give me thumbs up so I see that you heard it.
Let's read the story.
I will read the story stopping to ask questions like: Why do you think
the gingerbread man is running away? Do you think anyone will ever catch
the gingerbread man? Buddy buzz and tell you buddy why you think the
way you do. Do you think the gingerbread man is naughty? Why or why
not? What do you think will happen next?
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I will stop the story right at the climax of the story. At this point I will ask
the children to tell me what they think is going to happen to the gingerbread
man. The children will than have opportunity to decided how they are going
to choose from the different center activities to show me what they predict
will happen to gingerbread man.
I will be using a checklist to make sure that I observe each child and the
objectives were met.
Upon completion of the center time, the children and I will finish
reading the story to see if our predictions were correct. We will talk about
how when we read we do not always make the right predictions. Sometimes
we have to go back and re-read the story to find out where we went wrong
and that is Ok to make up new stories with different endings. I will than ask
the children to go to their journals and tell me about what they have learned.

Evaluation and Assessment:
I used a checklist to make sure that I observed each child over the
time period. I also wrote individual notes on my observation. An example
would be a little girl's picture where she included all of the characters in the
story. I was more concerned about the processing going on with the children
rather than did their prediction match the story ending in the book. The
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weaknesses in my assessment were that I would have liked to spend more
time with each individual child. Unfortunately, my day is not long enough
to spend lots of individual time with each child. This limited time limited
the depth of our discussion.
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Lesson Plan - Short Form
(Multiple Intelligences!)
Title:
Concept:
Objective:
EALRS:
Vocabulary:
Anticipatory Set:
Activity Descriptions:
Linguistic

Mathematical
Spatial
Musical
Kinesthetic
Interpersonal
lntrapersonal
Naturalistic
Existential

Assessment:

Evaluation ofLesson:
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Lesson Plan - Short Form
(Multiple Intelligences!)
Title: The Very Busy Spider
Concept: Book Concepts - Parts of Stories
Objective: The students will be able to tell me their favorite part of the story.
EALRS: Reading 2.1
Vocabulary: Spider, Favorite
Anticipatory Set: Plastic spider in the guessing bag

Activity Descriptions:
Linguistic - Write your favorite part
Mathematical - Draw your favorite part on graph paper
Spatial - Create your favorite part out of Tinker Toys
Musical - Make a song of your favorite part
. Kinesthetic - Act out your favorite part of the story on the stage
Interpersonal - Talk about your favorite part "Story conference"
Jntrapersonal - Journal write your favorite part
Naturalistic

Assessment: Check List

Evaluation of Lesson: This lesson was a lot of fun. You need at least two
parent volunteers.
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Help, I need a translator!

Getting things translated is not as difficult as it sounds. It is
always best to ask a bilingual parent to translate. We all know
that this is not always possible when you need to write
something last minute. Software, like "iHola" by Joni Britt allows
you to plug information into notes that have already been
written. Please see attached example on page 25. I
purchased this manual and software for fewer than ten dollars
at a local teacher supply store.
You can also get free translation on the web. I type my
notes and then copy and paste on this web site.
http://freetranslation.com
This has been very helpful for last minute notes. Beware, that
this translation is not a 100% word for word. Please see
attached example on page 26.
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Dear Family:
Please complete the following forms and return them to school with your
child as soon as possible. If you have any questions you may contact
--~~~~~~-

(bilingual contact)

at _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(phone number)

Thank you for your help.

(teacher's signature)

.

'

Estiinada familia:
Les agradecerfa que completaran las formularios siguientes y las
devo/vieran con su hijo o hija a la escue/a lo mas pronto posib/e.
Si Uds. tienen preguntas pueden 1/amar a
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - al numero - - - - - - - (Nume;ro de telefono)
(Persona bilingue)
Gracias por su ayuda.

I
i

I

(Firma de/ maestro/a)

i=

;~

:! l rc:::HJ~ldliUll,LUI II

'2

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

http://ets.freet.ans!ation.ccm:5081/
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To Use and Share
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Teacher Signature:

Name:
Date:

Teacher Signature:

Name:
Date:

Chi Id t-en Lecl t-n WhcJt They Live

Z:

0

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

i

Los Ninos Aprenden Por Lo Oue Viven

~

8.

$

I

~

1
~
0
0

"'/..,

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Los Cumpleanos
Felices!
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INSTRUCCIONES PARA LA soLICITUD
A f;n CM aolicitar C0111ida1 gratis o • precios rtducido1, le rogamoa ll~r la solicitud siguiendo l11 instruccionea
correspond.an• la 1ituaci6n de au hogar. Finne la solicitt.d y .-nvfela • la escuela. S(rvaae llenar Ll"MI &olicitu::::I
aparu ~ra cad.I hljo de crianza. Llama a la escuela si necnita 1)1'\JO.t: Tel. - - - - - - - -

qua

PAltTE 1:

!NFCIIOIAC!CJII SOlll!E

EL AI.I.MIIO: TCX>AS LAS FAMILIAS DEBEM LLENAR ESTA PARTE.

(1) Escriba en letra de eolde los nart:ires de las nines para los que pres~ta la solicitud.
(2) lrdique el grade> y la escuela.

PAltTE 2: GRlRlS FAICILIAltES <Uc RECIB.IJI Cl.l'OIIES OE ALIHENTOS O AFDC:
(1)

lOOique u, OUTlero vigente de cupones de alimentos ode caso de AFOC para c:ada nino.

(2) Firme la solicitud en la PARTE 5. La firma deberB corresponoer a t.r1 mieat:iro adulto de la familia. C>4[TA
LA PARTE ,. Si indica u, nunero de Ct..f:)()OeS de alimentos ode caso de AFDC para cada nifio, no eni..mere lo, narcr~
los integrantes del grupo familiar ni sus ingresos.
PARTE 3: GR'lPOS FAMILIARES CC* HIJOS DE CRIAMZA: LLEHAR ESTA PARTE Y LA PARTE 5. Los hijos de
la resporsab il i dDc::I l ega l de 1..n erg.an i sac de as i , t enc i a sec i • l o de 161 t ri b.na l.

criwua peraneca, bajo

(1) Indiq.,e lo& ingresoa pare .. uso person.al 11 que recibe su hijo de crianza. Escriba wo .. si el nillO no recibe
nin;Lrl ingreso para "use personalw. O!TTA LA PARTE' 4. Mo enunere ningll"\ otro nino, familiar ni ingrnos.
(2) un ~re de cri1nn o cualq..tier otro fu,cion.ario que represente al niOO deber, ti rNr la aol icitud en la

PARTE 5.

ln;MISOI para 9uso persa,,at• son: (a) aquellos i~rtes que otorgue la oficina de asistencia aocial y esten
identificadoa per cat~orfa para el uso personal del nilio, coma per ej~lo para ropa, NtrfculH ea.colares y
Htiperdios, y (b) todo otro i~rte c:pJe: el nifio recibl, tal cane dinero de su fami l ia y de aua trabajoa de jorr.ada
completa o parcial.

PAltTE 4: TCDOS LOS DEMAS GRlRlS FAICILIAltES: LLENAR ESTA PARTE Y LA PARTE 5.
(1) Escriba los nont>res de tOdos Los integrantes del ;rupo familiar, sin i1TpOrtar si reciben in;reaos o no,
Inc.lvya au norrilre, Los nines objeto de la sol icitud, todos Los demis nii'ios, su c6nyuge, abf.Jelos y de!Mis persOfWls que
vivan en su hogar, ya sean parientes o no. Utilice otra hoja de papel si es necesario.
(2) Jndiq..ie el ingreso c,..,e cadl integrante del ;rupo familiar recibi6 el mes pesado, ain las deo.Jcciones
iq::iositivas o cualq.tier otra deduc:ci6n, :t la procedenc:ia de dichos montos, cano por ej~lo aalario, asiatencia social,
pen:cione-s y otros ingresos. Si algLrlO de los a,ontos re-cibidos el m.!S easaco fueron uyores o inferiores q..,e lor;:
habituales, indi~ el ingreso inensual normal de la persona.
(3) Un int~rante adulto del ;rl..\X) f11miliar deberi finnar la solicitude indicar au ntnero de seguridad social
en l1 PARTE 5.
Para calcular el lngreso mensual: aenenal x 4,33. Cada 2 semanas x 2, 15. Oos wees al

111H

x 2.

PAltTE 5: f l - T IUERO OE SE!ll!ID.CD SOCIAi.: TCX>OS LOS GRUPOS FAIHLIARES OEBE~ LLENAR ESTA PARTE.
(1) Tod.as las solicitl.des deoen estar fir'!Dld.as per u, integrante adulto del g ~ f.,.iliar.
(2) La aolicitud deber, lncluir el r'Ul'lero de aeguridad social de la persona adulta cµe la firae. En cuo de
dicha persona no tenga u, ni:r.ero de ae-;uridad social, escriba "'none 11 [ning1..nO) o algo ~ asf lo il'Wlic:,.,e. Si irdic6
\ll J"U'llero de Ct..p:,nH de alirentos o AFDC por cada niflc, o si presenta la solicit\..d en norrcre de \ll h;jo de crianza,
no H necesario indicar u, ni:r.ero DI_ aegurid.ad social.

PAaTE 6: bza./GM4X) itnico: Llene nta aeccl6n corrupondiente a la rau y el gr~ etnico l.llicamentt ai OHea hactrlo.
No H obligatorio contestar • Htl prttgU'1tl pera poder reeibir comidas ;ratis o a preeios reducidos. NKuitw.:n esta
infonnaci6n para asegurarnos de c:,.,e todos aean tratados en forma equitativa.

INGRESOS A OECLARAR EN EL INFO!!ME
Re'l'l'l..l"W!'radones por trabajo
Jornalu/salarios/prcpinas
Si.b&idioa de huel;a
COllllpen:laci 6n por des~l eo
Jn;ruoa netos de al;l.ll ~gocio
o ;ranja de au prcpiedad

Asistenefa 1oc11l/oensi6Q
flilftl!!'ntpda
Pagoa de aaiatencia p(£,lfca
P~o& de 11iaten:ia social
Pagoa por pens16n al i!De'fltaria

Pensi6n/il.bilaci6n/sequridad
social
PensionH
lngresos per 1eguridad
c~lementaria
J.;,1l1ci6n
Pagosa wtter1nos
Seguridad social

Otros ingresos
Beneficioc per incapecidad
Efectivo proveniente de ahorros,
inttreau, dividendos
ln;resos de patri110nto
aucesorio, fidetc011isoa,
inversionn
Contribuciones regulare-s de
personas que no viven en el
hogar
R~alfas net21, rentas
vit1lici11, 1lquilere1 netos.
Cualquier otro in;rHo

~l:anwooJ ~~hoof :J)iJl,icf f/o. 401
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Yo doy mi permiso para que mi hijo vaya en un viaje de la escuela del que esta
explicado abajo:
I hereby give permission for my child to be taken on the field trip listed below:

(Dfa de la Semana) (Day of the Week)

(Fecha) (Date)

Yo entiendo que se van a poner cada esfuerzo para asegurrar que la segurridad de
mi hijo(a) estarfa protectada, y tambien yo voy a ayudar per instructarle antes. del viaje
en los responsibilidades de ser un buen ciudadano, etc. Yo doy mi permiso que le
dan tratamiento medical en el case de emergencia a mi hijo(a).
I understand that eve,y effo/1 will be made to ensure each pupil's safety and I will help by instructing my
child before the trip on the responsibilities of a good citizen, etc. I give my permission for emergency
medical treatment for my child.
•

(Firma del Pariente Parent Signature)

(Nombre del Estudiante)
(Student Name)

(Direcci6n Address)

(Grado)
(Grade)

(Numero de Telefono Phone)

(# del Salon)

(Maestro)

(Floom)

(Teacher)

El maestro llevara todas las notas de permiso en cada viaje. La informaci6n siguente
serfa muy util si su hijo(a) se enfermarfa, etc., di.Jrante el tiempo del viaje. Un parte de
esta informaci6n estara en los archives de la escuela, pero tal vez no son corrientes
los dates para el dfa del viaje.
The teacher will take all the student permission slips with him/her on each trip. The following information
would be ve,y helpful should your child become ill, etc., during the course of the field trip. Some of this
information will be in our school files, but might not be up-to-date on the day of the trip.

Vecino, o Amigo endonde
estare ese dia.

Direcci6n
Address

# de Telefono
Phone

Neighbor or friend where I will be
that day

Mi Trabajo-Nombre My Business

Direcci6n Address

# de Telefono Phone

,, ,, .

-.Jtanwood -.:)chool ol.Ji:$lricl I /o. L}Ul
Dr. RAYMOND P. REID, Supaint.<ndmt
9307 - 271st N.W.
_ U
U
P.O. Box 430
--.._--..
Stanwood, Washington 98292
(206) 629-9575
FAX 629-3612

GREGORY D. JOHNS.'.JN

~ s ...-,,uoli:..OJANSE:N

Pn,.apu SJDru.ni Hirh Sc.i.;,,x
RON HE:'.'DRia5
ml'lapd,Sta.n.o:m Mid.tk Seim
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Prrn.e::al. T:.Ul GJv ilanmuirv Sciwoi

,

hereby give permission for my child to be taken on the field trip listed
below:
1

(Weekday)

(Date)

(Destination)
I understand that every effort will be made to ensure each pupil's safety .
and will help by instructing my child before the trip on the
responsibilities of a good citizen, etc. I give permission for emergency
medical treatment for my child.
·,

(Parent Signature)

(Address)

(Grade)

(Child's Name)

(Room#)

(Phone)

(Teacher)

The teacher will take all the student permission slips with him/her on
each trip. The following information would be very helpful should your
child become ill, etc., during the course of the field trip. · Some of this
information will be in our school files but might not be up-to-date on the
day of the field trip.

(Neighbor, or friend, or where
I will be that day)

(My Business - Name)

(My Spouse's Business-Name)

10ur Family Physician - Name)
Other Health

(Address)

(Address)

(Address)

(Address)

(Phone)

(Phone)

(Phone)

(Phone)

Information: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
P-46
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Games and Activites for the Primary Classroom

These are just a few of the games and activities
that I have used in my classroom. Many more ideas
can be found on the web. Most of my activities came
from a site called Dave's ESL Cafe Idea Cookbook. I
have include a menu of the games
available at this site.
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nr lni:ernat:cnal Trainina Suooor.s Dave's ESL Q;k
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Kids·
Submit

•
•
•
•

Go Fish
A new tNiSt c.n t'Nist~r
Stepoing Stones
Nazo's Beard Pelmanism

• Excuse me Sii. there's a flv in ycur soup.
• Connect the coniunctions

• T!1e magic bag
• Parachute Man /Hangman variation)
• The Cnz!est Monster in the World!

• INSPIR.TrlG tr.e Ul'IP1SP1RED! !!
• ~!atural learning fer 6 and under
• TnJhccn
• Nemer, G,errie 'Nith a Tn:at
• The Art bhibit:on
• re: Ad•1!ce en Te2ching Preschcol Children
• Hacoy and vou Know it - refresher
• The Greatest smv Seng for Teaching Ecdv Parts

• Matchmates
Total Physical Resccnse QPR)
\/ccabular1 Practice Fer Children
Phonics Game
Teaching Mavaia Children
Anim;,I Concentr<ltion Game
Gardening
• AEC Binao

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Mr. Monster
• Ad•,ice on Teaching Children
• Rina. Ring. Who Has My Rina?

Submit

pave's

1 of 1

ESL (aie Copyright© 2000 Dave Sperling. All Rights Reseived.
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Memory Game With a Treat
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Dave's ESL

C~fe Copyright© 2000 Dave Sperling. All Rights Reserved.
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The magic bag

Dav"!'S ESL Cafi! Copyright© 2000 Dave Sperling. All Rights Reserved.

I
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A new twist on twister

Dave',; ESL 9fe Copyright© 2000 Dave Sperling. All Rights Reserved.

1 of 1

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Go Fish

Dave's

l of l

ESL Cafe Copyright© 2000 Dave Sperling. All Rights Reserved.
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· ABC·Bingo

Qav-!'s ESL Cafe Copyright© 2000 Dave Sperl!ng. All Rights Reseived.
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Animal Concentration Game
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© Copyright 1999 by Julie Vickerv -- ESL4Kids@yahoo.com
You may use this material fi·eely in your home or classroom; however, no portion of the material on this
site is to be re-posted, reproduced, or sold without prior permission.
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Activities and Resources
A vai/av!e Online

These are just a sample of what is available on the web.
These are not just activities but also worksheets and tests that
can be printed and used immediately in your classroom.
I have included a copy of some titles of Web pages that
were very helpful in my search. You can access them by
searching for their title. One of the most helpful sites for
research was Teaching English as a Second Language

Online Journal. They have lots of full text articles that can be
downloaded or printed easily.

P-62

Sponsor English-Zone.Com

(

Search English-Zone.Com
- Find itt-

j

Main I Grammar I Verbs I Idioms I Vocabulary I Spelling I Conversation I Reading/Writing
I Teachers I Holidays I Fun I Jokes I Links I Awards I Kaye I Email I Guestbook I E.Z.Store
Quiz:zes/Haiic!cuts

I L.zs:son Worksheets I Games & Acti'lities I Ccoyright Info

Welcome to English-Zone.Com's Teacher Zone!

\

http://members.home.net/kayem/teach/wrkshts.html
Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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J arnes Christe11sen 1s ESL 12-a~
Has pages for ESL teaching links and lists of ESL web resources, teaching resources-lessons,materials,and software,
web sites of fellow ESL educators, and various forms of communication-forums, message boards, and email.

Dr:rve 1 s ESL Cafe
Excellent site!!! Many links to various places, chat rooms, discussions, bookstore,etc. Quizzes on idioms, slang, and
phrasal verbs. Try the ESL HELP CENTER link with 24 hr., 7 days a week help from ESL/EFL teachers from
around the world.

A professor at California State University at Northridge (CSUN). His page has helpful things like lesson plans,
resources, and EVEN A LINK TO OUR ESL WEB SITE AT WSU! !!!

i_Ji11~11ul Boo1~store On-line
A great place for bilingual educators to find those not-so-easy to find bilingual books. Information and various pages
on different bilingual books available including bilingual music and language-learning tapes.

Links galore to various web sites. This page gives information on topics like reading with understanding, grammar,
and writing.

N CLE }Jorne :ru1ge_fl'lationa1 Cleuringhouse for ESL
Literacy Ed11tation)
Includes ERIC digests and Q&A's, also FAQs concerning ESL literacy.

ESL l'Vlailin u Lists
~

.(
lering what's going on in the ESL/Bilingual field? All the email mailing lists concerning ESL/Bilingual issues you
' <.:Ou1d dream of
~ttp://www.educ.wsu.edu/esl/Weh_links.html
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lected
Linl~s foT :ESL Students
-----Something for the ESL students!!! Links for students to pages of games, puzzles, quizzes, and on-line dictionaries.

Information for bilingual parents raising bilingual children.

Did you ever wonder about how to say "hello" to one of your ESL students in their native language? Just click on the
language you want to learn. Sound clips are provided.

SD] sr.html This is a resource page that is full of web sites for ESL

COnt en t. h tm1A list of helpful links to web sites for ESL students and teachers
HOivIE

(
ilttp://www.educ.wsu.edu/esl/WebJinks.html
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The Internet TESL Journal's
TESL/TEFL/TESOL/ESL/EFL/ESOL Links

TESL : Teaching Techniques
There are currently 5714 registered links.
~w;;Ia~in;;P;;a;;g:;,e!a;IL;;i;;nl;;,s;;fi;;;or;;;;S;;tu;;d;;en;;;t;,s,:,;IL;;i;;n!;;<S;;fi~or~T;;e~ac;,;h;;ers~I;:;Wh~at;;:'s;;;N;;;;e;;w;_,========

= = = = = = -=

http://www.aitech.ac.jp/-iteslj/links/TESL/T eaching_Techniques/

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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http://www.aitech.ac.jp/-iteslj/links/TESL/T eaching_Techniques/

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
Stanwood, a commuter community north of Seattle, had an increasing number of
second language students enrolling in the district. Many teachers did not feel prepared
to teach these new students. Most teachers had little or no training in language
development and felt uncomfortable with their ability to meet the needs of these
students. Many teachers indicated that they wanted and needed help and were
frustrated with the current ESL program in our district.
As a result of a review of literature concerning the areas oflanguage development
and teaching strategies, I felt that a facilitative handbook would improve teacher
confidence and student learning. This would give teachers a quick reference to go too.
They would not have to spend hours searching through the massive information
available.

Conclusions
In the opinion of the researcher, the handbook had been successful. Teachers who
viewed the handbook were grateful to have easy access to strategies and ideas without
spending hours of time searching. They also felt that it was a step in the right
direction.
I have learned a great deal from this project. I learned that there are countless
resources available online for teachers. You can find everything from a lesson plan to
a colleague to collaborate with on a problem or idea. I feel there is no reason to feel
isolated or stuck.
When I started this search I expected to find strategies that were just for
ESL students. I was surprised to come to the conclusion that it is not a certain
strategy, curriculum or program that makes ESL kids successful. It is good teaching
that makes the difference. All students will benefit from the strategies and activities
that I included in my project.
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I have grown both professionally and personally through this process. I
was forced to take a good hard look at my own prejudices and beliefs and for this I am
very thankful.

Recommendations
Although the handbo;k w'as given positive, initial feedback by teachers there are
many areas of improvement that need addressing.
Teachers need more than just a handbook. Many teachers felt that they would
benefit greatly by receiving some training. They felt strongly that the district needed
to provide some inservice. Secondly, they felt that it would be helpful to have a
handbook for the Junior high and High School.
Lastly, they felt that the handbook should have more translated district notes.
They felt that this would have a very positive impact on parent communication and
involvement.
I would like the district to consider the need for teacher training on all issues
related to second language students. I feel that these students have been ignored by
the district long enough. I think we need to take a real hard look at what were are
providing these kids and make sure it is the best we can offer them. I feel that we can
do a lot better.
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